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INTRODUCTION 

Historically, organizations have based hiring and 

training on test scores that measure cognitive 

intelligence.  Traditionally defined as an IQ, cognitive 

intelligence tests represent attempts to indicate one’s 

capacity to learn, understand, recall, and solve 

problems. Researchers today consider certain 

aspects of intelligence that go beyond the cognitive 

components. One of the non-cognitive areas of 

intelligence explored in the literature in the last 40 

years is emotional intelligence (EI). 

Success is not directly attributable solely to the kind 

of intelligence measured by IQ tests. Although 

cognitive intelligence as measured by IQ is important 

in success, no matter how intelligent one may be, if a 

person cannot interact in a meaningful way with 

others, the results are less than optimal. This leads 

to a desire to find other types of intelligence that 

impact success—in particular emotional intelligence.  

Emotional intelligence rather than IQ is believed by 

many to be the determinant of who advances most 

quickly within an organization 
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Professional/Economic Impact 

Emotional Intelligence Profiles 

I. Named Graduate Nursing EI Profiles 

by Year and Group 
II. Graduate Clinical Scores and NCE Scores 

 

What is Emotional Intelligence (EQ)? 

Q-factor analysis groups people using data that may come from a variety of sources including interviews, observations, and demographic 

information. Although two people may have the same overall score (as in total EI score), they do not necessarily represent the same type or 

profile.  Q-factor analysis uses the differences between z-scores to determine which items differentiate between types and agreement items 

across types. Q-factor analysis allows the creation of profiles that can be used to identify the underlying constructs that can assist in 

classifying people in a meaningful way. Q-factor analysis is a clustering procedure that correlates individual types (profiles or typologies) 

rather than traits, with the correlations reflecting the extent to which individuals perform similarly across measures.  Advantageously, a Q-

factor analysis identifies the measures most correlated with each factor (typology), and these measures are considered to be the defining 

features of a particular typology or profile. 

 

Q-factor analysis was used to determine whether there is a group of interrelated emotional intelligence variables that is more dominant among 

graduating nurse anesthesia students. Advantages of Q-factor analysis include a reduction of the number of variables, by combining two or 

more variables into a single factor (type or typology).  For example, the two area scores, four branch scores, and eight individual task scores 

of the MSCEIT could be combined into a single factor such as overall EI. Usually, in an item-by-people matrix, factors are selected by 

grouping related items.  In the Q-factor analysis technique, the matrix is transposed and factors are created by grouping related people.   

The use of emotional intelligence can potentially 

decrease stress and increase retention of both 

graduate nursing students and advanced practice 

nurses, thus decreasing costs for students 

(decreased loan default rates) and the institutions 

(decreased lost revenue) that train them and hire 

them. Additionally, the use of emotional intelligence 

in team-based environments decreases down time, 

while increasing nurse satisfaction and the quality of 

patient care. 
 

 

 

Year/Group Type Name                 

Common                   Threads 

Y1G1 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

High Facial Facilitator/Low Emotional Understander * 

Highly Detached/Low Facilitator            Y 

Y1G2 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

High EI Manager/Low Facilitator            * 

Highly Detached/Low Facilitator            Y 

Y2G1 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

Highly Detached/Low Facilitator            Y 

High EI Manager/Low Facial Reader           * 

Y2G2 

High EI Manager/Low Emotion Understander  * 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

Perceiving Concrete Thinker/ 

Low Emotion Understander       * 

Y3G1 

Highly Understanding Manager/Low Facilitator  * 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

High EI Understander/Low Experiencer          Z 

Y3G2 

High EI Understander/Low Experiencer          Z 

Highly Facilitating Understander/ 

Low Facial Emotion Manager            * 

High Facial Reader/Low Emotional Manager         X 

Note.  X, Y, Z corresponds to a replicated named type 

for each of the identified groups and years.  
 

IV. Emotional Intelligence and National Certification Exam (NCE) Scores 

III. Preadmission Cognitive  

Variables and NCE Scores 
Selected Academic Variables for Predicting NCE Scores and the Corresponding 

Regression Model 

Variable        b           t        p  

Overall GPA   12.720    .486   .629  

Science GPA      -.228   -.013   .990 

NA GPA    53.642   2.735  .008** 

Quantitative GRE      .007    .119   .906 

Verbal GRE       .129    1.450  .153 

Analytical GRE     3.310    .397   .693 

Acute Care Experience   -.018   -.014   .989 

Model  R2 Adj R2   df1/2    FChange p Significant 

         .174 .161            1/63    13.285         .001        S 
Note. Significant variables account for unique variance when controlling for all other 

variables in the model. Bonferroni correction would indicate that the p value would 

have to be equal or lower than .0083.         *p<.05.   **p<.01. 
 

 

     Variable        b            t       p  

     Facilitating Task   -4.527   -2.857   .006** 

     Sensations Task  -5.249   -2.512   .015** 

     Facilitating Branch   7.178    2.558   .013** 

     Reasoning Area      .347       .786   .435 

     Model       R2  Adj R2    df1/2     Fchange  p  Significant 

                   .152  .096       4/60       2.697       .039            S 

     *p<.05.   **p<.01. 

 

Selected Clinical Variables for Predicting NCE Scores and the Corresponding 

Regression Model 

Variable              b         t                  p  

Didactic Transfer   37.483   3.470   .001** 

Efficient     36.058   2.276   .027* 

Equipment Malfunction -33.692  -2.174   .035* 

Technical Skills Factor    3.289   1.978   .050* 

Model   R2    Adj R2    df1/2    FChange    p       Significant 

          .478     .290     17/6            2.534  .006              S 

 
Note.  Significant variables account for unique variance when controlling for all other 

variables in the model.  When controlling for Type I error buildup (Bonferroni Correction) 

the p value has to be less than or Equal to .0025.           *p<.05.   **p<.01.  

Emotional intelligence is the capacity to reason about 

emotions, and of emotions to enhance thinking. It 

includes the abilities to accurately perceive emotions, to 

access and generate emotions so as to assist thought, 

to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and 

to reflectively regulate emotions so as to promote 

emotional and intellectual growth. EI from this 

theoretical perspective refers specifically to the 

cooperative interaction of cognitive intelligence and 

emotion. Some research has demonstrated the use of 

emotional intelligence in successful leadership, 

education, and professional work situations. 

Researchers have noted that emotional intelligence 

represents a set of core competencies for identifying, 

processing, and managing emotions that enable nurse 

leaders to cope with daily demands in a knowledgeable, 

approachable, and supportive manner. The three 

theories of EI are ability-based (Mayer, Salovey, 

Caruso), trait-based (Bar-On), and mixed methods 

(Goleman). 
 

Methods to Improve EI 

Emotional intelligence develops over time, changes 

throughout life, and can be improved through training. 

However, studies have shown that learning emotional 

intelligence skills takes time and a lot of effort. The first 

step is assessing readiness for change. Time needs to be 

spent on following through with practice and feedback. 

Utilization of a mentor or coach can help a person to avoid 

falling back into old habits. 

Stop light 

Red equals stop and calm down 

Yellow is decide before you act. Think before you act. 

Consider the options. 

Green light is pick the best one and try it out. 

Step one is task yourself "Do I care?” 

Step two is an honest self assessment. What are my 

strengths and limits? Where can I get the best 

improvement? 

Step three is get specific 

Focus and Listen. 

Reflect what I hear. 

Step four is practice every time you have the chance. 
 

 


